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Density-functional theory investigation of hardness, stability, and electron-energy-loss spectra
of carbon nitrides with C11N4 stoichiometry

M. Mattesini* and S. F. Matar
Institut de Chimie de la Matie`re Condense´e de Bordeaux, ICMCB-CNRS 87, Avenue du Dr. Albert Schweitzer,

F-33608 Pessac Cedex, France
~Received 20 February 2001; revised manuscript received 4 October 2001; published 31 January 2002!

The characterization of carbon nitride films with stoichiometry C3N4 is heavily restricted by the problem of
getting pure crystalline samples with the right C/N ratio. However, thin films with lower nitrogen concentration
~5–25 %! have been found relatively easier to deposit, for example, with reactive magnetron sputtering. It is
also in this range of nitrogen content that the recently discovered ‘‘graphiticlike→ fullerenelike’’ phase
transition has been suggested to take place. Therefore, in order to add more information to the above experi-
mental evidence, it is important to use theoretical methods to obtain further characterization of carbon nitride
models with a high C/N ratio such as that of C11N4. It is relevant to propose a cross checking on the role played
by the nitrogen concentration in determining the stability, hardness, and electronic properties of CNx com-
pounds with different stoichiometries. For the sake of simplicity we have here compared the C3N4 and C11N4

systems, which are isoelectronic to each other. For this purpose two C11N4 phases, namely,a and b, are
presented and investigated with density-functional-theory methods within the local density approximation.
These phases contain less than;30% of nitrogen than the well-known C3N4 and are formally derived from the
so-called pseudocubic C3N4. Cohesive properties, heats of formation, bulk and elastic moduli have been
calculated and a full detailed analysis of the density-of-states and energy-loss-near-edge-structure spectra is
presented. We propose that the lowering of the nitrogen concentration does not prevent the finding of new
ultrahard materials and indeed brings a significant increase in the cohesive energy of carbon nitrides. However,
the computed enthalpies of formation have shown values that are positive and generally larger than the analog
carbon-deficient phases.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.65.075110 PACS number~s!: 71.15.Mb, 62.20.Qp, 71.20.2b, 79.20.Uv
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I. INTRODUCTION

Networks made of covalently bonded carbon nitride
expected to show remarkable physical properties such
high hardness, wide band gap, and high thermal conducti
They can be used as a protective coating on hard discs
recorder heads and are being tested for several other t
logical applications. Other utilization areas can be found
example, in the flat-panel display industry. The possibility
synthesize nanotubelike1 and nanofiberlike2–4 CNx structures
in a solid film may open the possibility of using such film
for field-emission-electron sources.5–8 Carbon nitrides have
also been tested for the development of ossointegrated
arthroplasty. The major problem with these implants is
wear-debris generation, which provokes adverse tissue r
tions. Carbon nitride has been identified as an interes
coating for use on human implants.9 Because of these grea
expectations they have rapidly become the focus of a g
attention and nowadays they are widely investigated b
experimentally and theoretically as potential candidates
new ultrahard materials.10 The starting interest on carbon n
trides dates back to Liu and Cohen’s theoretical work11 of
1989 where the properties of theb-C3N4 phase were pro-
posed to be similar or even superior to those of diamo
From this finding many researchers were positively stim
lated to find an adequate way to synthesize pure crysta
C3N4 materials. The first attempt to make carbon nitri
films was by Cuomoet al. in 1979,12 who grew paracyano
genlike thin films with N/C ratios equal to 1. Much mor
0163-1829/2002/65~7!/075110~14!/$20.00 65 0751
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recently, a wide variety of techniques such as i
implantation,13 rf sputtering of carbon targets in a nitroge
atmosphere,14 plasma deposition of various hydrocarbons15

nitrogen-ion implantation with simultaneous carbon-vap
deposition,16 dc magnetron sputtering of a graphite target
a nitrogen ambient,17 shock-wave compression of carbon n
tride precursor,18 plasma-enhanced chemical vap
deposition,19 ion-assisted dynamic mixing,20 and laser abla-
tion of a carbon target in a stream of atomic nitrogen21 have
been investigated. From these attempts we know that m
compositions of carbon nitrides exist and more than a f
are stable to at least 800 °C. Therefore, many CNx phases
with different stoichiometries have similar stabilities an
consequently mixed-phase deposits are quite often obtai
As a matter of fact, despite many efforts, the synthesis
carbon nitride films with stoichiometry C3N4 ~57.14% of ni-
trogen concentration! is still restricted to the production o
amorphous samples with unclear crystallographic data. F
the deposition of CNx films, with 0<x<0.35, by reactive
magnetron sputtering in Ar/N2 discharges we know that th
maximum nitrogen concentration obtainable in the film
strongly dependent on the formation of stable molecu
such as N2 and C2N2, that can with high probability desorb
and leave the growth surface at even low substr
temperatures.22–24Even though the nitrogen concentration
the film is not a very meaningful parameter, since amorph
films have been synthesized using different techniques w
concentrations as high as 80%,20,25 we do believe that it is
important to make clear, at least at the theoretical level, h
©2002 The American Physical Society10-1
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M. MATTESINI AND S. F. MATAR PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 075110
many different CNx stoichiometries such as that of the C11N4
could be in competition or even favored with respect to
formation of C3N4 and what would be the changes in th
mechanical and electronic properties if a pure crystall
C11N4 material would be found.

The transition at;200 °C from a graphitic phase to
‘‘fullerenelike’’ phase, recently presented by N. Hellgre
et al.,22 could be imagined to take place from a graphi
form with a stoichiometry close to that of C11N4. Indeed this
transition is observed when the nitrogen concentration
creases from 5% to 15% and the fullerenelike structure
found to be stable when the nitrogen amount is between 1
and 25%. These concentrations are much closer to the C11N4
stoichiometry than the well-known C3N4. Moreover, the
carbon-nitrogen ratio in CNx films (0.2<x<0.35) observed
by Sjöstrom et al.26 for buckled turbostatic microstructure
formed at high temperatures is again close to the comp
tion of C11N4. Such carbon-nitrogen systems have be
found to be both hard and elastic from nanoindentat
experiments.22,26

Hence, it becomes important to use theoretical meth
and models to obtain further characterization and trend
the bonding configurations in CNx structures. In the follow-
ing sections we present a theoretical investigation of the
bility and hardness for two different stoichiometries: C3N4
and C11N4. The analyzed systems are isoelectronic to e
other and to diamond, although the nitrogen concentration
the second phase, 26.67%, is much lower than the for
one~57.14%!. We have here restricted our investigation to
novel class of compounds electronically analogous to d
mond for which the same four averaged number of vale
electrons per atom is kept.27–29All the substances that satisf
this rule should possess similar properties to diamond, wh
is nowadays the hardest known material.

II. METHODS AND COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

Calculations of the optimized geometries, relative sta
ity, and elastic constants were performedab initio within the
local-density approximation~LDA ! to the density-functiona
theory30 ~DFT! using the Ceperley-Alder31 exchange corre-
lation functional as parametrized by Perdew and Zung32

and the ultrasoft pseudopotential~US-PP! method33 ~VASP

code34!. The calculations were performed by using an ene
cutoff of 434.8 eV for the plane-wave basis set and c
verged with respect to thek-point integration. The tetrahe
dron method with Blo¨chl corrections35 was applied for both
geometry relaxation and total-energy calculations. Brillou
zone integrals were approximated using the specialk-point
sampling of Monkhorst and Pack.36 Investigations of the
density-of-states and electron-energy-loss-spectrosc
~EELS! spectra were carried out with the density-function
theory full-potential linearized augmented plane-wave~FP-
LAPW! program packageWIEN97.37 The local-spin-density
approximation according to Perdew and Wang w
employed.38 The plane-wave cutoff was adjusted so that a
proximately 145 plane waves per atom were used for pha
with C11N4 stoichiometry. The differences in total energi
are converged to below 0.001 eV with respect tok-point
07511
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integration. For carbon and nitrogen atom types the sa
muffin-tin radius (RMT51.35 Å ) was used and maintaine
fixed for all the investigated structures. Only for the graphi
C11N4 model a relative small RMT value of 1.24 Å was used
For diamond, graphite, and the C3N4 phases, the values ofk
points and cutoff parameters are in accordance with our
vious calculations.39

A. General account to the hardness of various CNx phases

Hardness is commonly defined as the resistance of a
terial to deformations. This property strongly depends
many parameters like pressure, temperature, porosity, im
rities, dislocations, and other defects and it is correlated
various other physical properties like ionicity, melting poin
band gap, and cohesive energy. The bulk modulus, usu
defined asB, measures the resistance to the volume cha
in solids and provides an estimation of the elastic respons
the material to a hydrostatic pressure. Using the correla
between the bulk modulus and the hardness, many theo
cal predictions on hard materials have been made during
last few decades.11,40–44 However, in 1977 Gerk45 has al-
ready showed that for different materials such as fcc met
NaCl structure, alkali halides, and other cubic solids,
magnitude of the shear modulus, defined asG, is better cor-
related to the experimental hardness thanB. Much more re-
cently Teter46 found the same general conclusions for a wi
variety of materials, thus confirming the shear modulus
the best hardness predictor. The magnitude ofG describes
the resistance of a material upon shape change and play
important role in the elastic theory of dislocations. Hen
the hardness of a crystalline material should be closely c
related to how readily a large number of dislocations
generated and are able to move throughout the solid in
sponse to the shear stresses. In our calculations, instea
the anisotropic shear modulus associated with the var
slip systems of dislocation motions~see Ref. 47!, we will
consider only the average shear modulus. For sake of c
pleteness we also present the values ofB to estimate the
material resistance upon an isotropic compression. As sh
below,G can be expressed by means of elastic constants.
latter are usually measured by using ultrasonic techniq
and Brillouin spectroscopy.

1. Calculations of the elastic moduli

In what follows we elucidate how the complete set
elastic constants can be deduced for a certain crystalline
terial. The elastic constants determine the response of
crystal to an externally applied strain~stiffness! and provide
information about the bonding characteristics between a
cent atomic planes, anisotropic character of the bonding,
structural stability. The main problem in estimating elas
constants from first principles is not only the requirement
accurate methods for evaluating the total energy but also
heavy computations involved in their calculation. For i
stance, if the symmetry of the system is reduced, the num
of independent moduli increases and hence a larger num
of distortions is required to calculate the full set of elas
constants. The elastic behavior of a completely asymme
0-2
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TABLE I. Strains and elastic moduli for the orthorhombic phases.

Strain Parameters~unlistedd i j 50! Energy

1 d115d DE5
1
2 Voc11d

2

2 d225d DE5
1
2 Voc22d

2

3 d335d DE5
1
2 Voc33d

2

4 d115d225d335
1

~12d2!1/3
21, d235d325

d

~12d2!1/3
21 DE52Voc44d

2

5 d115d225d335
1

~12d2!1/3
21, d135d315

d

~12d2!1/3
21 DE52Voc55d

2

6 d115d225d335
1

~12d2!1/3
21, d125d215

d

~12d2!1/3
21 DE52Voc66d

2

7 d115
11d

~12d2!1/3
21, d225

12d

~12d2!1/3
21, d335

1

~12d2!1/3
21 DE5

1
2 Vo(c111c2222c12)d

2

8 d115
11d

~12d2!1/3
21, d225

1

~12d2!1/3
21, d335

12d

~12d2!1/3
21 DE5

1
2 Vo(c111c3322c13)d

2

9 d115
1

~12d2!1/3
21, d225

11d

~11d2!1/3
21, d335

12d

~12d2!1/3
21 DE5

1
2 Vo(c221c3322c23)d

2
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material is specified by 21 independent elastic consta
while for an isotropic material, the number is two. In b
tween these limits the necessary number is determined by
the crystal symmetry.48

Orthorhombic, tetragonal, and cubic systems. For an
orthorhombic material there are nine independent ela
constants referred to asc11, c22, c33, c44, c55, c66, c12,
c13, and c23.49 They can be deduced by applying sm
strains to the equilibrium lattice and determining the res
ing change in the total energy. The entire set of the ela
constants were determined by straining the lattice vec
according to the rule

R̃5R~11d!, ~1!

whereR̃ andR are the matrices that contain the compone
of the distorted and undistorted lattice vectors, 1 is the id
tity matrix, andd the symmetric-distortion matrix

d5S d11 d12 d13

d21 d22 d23

d31 d32 d33

D . ~2!

The internal energy of a distorted crystalE(V,d) can be
Taylor expanded in powers of the components ofd with
respect to the initial internal energy of the static crys
E(Vo ,0) in the following way:

E~V,d!5E~Vo,0!1Vo(
k52

n

(
i 1••• i k

1

k!
ci 1••• i k

d i 1
•••d i k

.

~3!

V and Vo denote the volume of the strained and u
strained crystal andci 1••• i k

denote thekth order elastic con-
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stants of the unstrained crystal in the Voigt notation. In E
~3!, the distortion components are defined according todk
5d i j for k51, 2, 3 anddk52d i j for k54, 5, and 6. We
evaluate the energyE(V,d) by using the first-principles
theory for different strains of the system. The Taylor expa
sion, limited to second-order, is here used to fit the numer
data. The elastic constants,Vo and Eo5E(Vo ,0) are the
fitting parameters. The independent elastic constants fo
orthorhombic material are found by considering nine diffe
ent matricesd to which correspond nine different expre
sions of the total energy~see Table I!. The components of the
distortion matrix@Eq. ~2!# that do not appear in the table a
set equal to zero. For each applied strain, the total energ
the system has been calculated for seven different small
tortions (d560.02n,n5023).

Relaxation of the internal degrees of freedom was carr
out for all the applied deformations. The elastic consta
were found by fitting the energies against the distortion
rameter. A similar procedure has been used to deduce th
distinct, nonvanishing elastic constants50 (c11, c12, c13, c33,
c44 andc66) for a tetragonal solid and the three independ
moduli51 (c11, c12, and c44) for a cubic crystal system. A
complete list of all the applied strains is shown in Tables
and III for the tetragonal and the cubic systems, respectiv

2. Isotropic shear modulus

The general formula of the isotropic shear modulusGIso
was first expressed by Reuss as long ago as in 1929.52 In
Voigt’s approximation the equation takes the following form

GIso5
1

15
@~c111c221c33!2~c231c311c12!

13~c441c551c66!#. ~4!
0-3
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TABLE II. Strains and elastic moduli for the tetragonal phases.

Strain Parameters~unlistedd i j 50! Energy

1 d115d225d DE5Vo(c111c12)d
2

2 d115d225d, d335
1

~11d2!2
21 DE5Vo(c111c1212c3324c13)d

2

3 d335d DE5
1
2 Voc33d

2

4 d115F ~11d!

~12d!G
1/2

21, d225
2d11

~11d11!
DE5Vo(c112c12)d

2

5 d315d325d135d235
1
2 d, d335d2/4 DE5Voc44d

2

6 d125d215
1
2 d, d115d225S 11

d2

4 D 1/2

21 DE5
1
2 Voc66d

2
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Taking into account the proper symmetry relations, t
modulus modifies as follows for an orthorhombic, tetragon
and cubic system:

Go5
1

15
~c111c221c332c122c132c23!1

1

5
~c441c551c66!,

~5!

Gt5
1

15
~2c111c332c1222c1316c4413c66!, ~6!

Gc5
1

15
~3c1123c1219c44!. ~7!

After having accomplished the calculation of the who
set of elastic constants, it is possible to estimate the s
moduli by simply applying the above linear relations. A
cording to the finding of Gerk and Teter, the following tren
is assumed: the larger the value ofG, the harder is the ma
terial.

3. Equation of state: The bulk modulus

The following Birch equation of state:53

E~V!5E~Vo!1
9

8
VoBF S Vo

V D 2/3

21G2

1
9

16
B~B824!VoF S Vo

V D 2/3

21G3

~8!

TABLE III. Strains and elastic moduli for cubic systems. B
calculating the tetragonal shear constantC85

1
2 (c112c12), and the

bulk modulusB5
1
3 (c1112c12), it is possible to extractc11 andc12.

Strain Parameters~unlistedd i j 50! Energy

1 d115d225d, d335
1

~11d2!
21 DE56VoC8d2

2 d125d215d, d335
d2

12d2
DE52Voc44d

2

07511
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has been used to adjust the variation of the energy versu
unit-cell volumeV for an isotropic strain. The fitting param
eters areB, B8, Vo , andE(Vo). The above equation repre
sents a well-known and tested fitting form able to describeP,
V, T data for a wide class of solids. The main assumption
that no phase transition occurs during the compression of
material.

III. THE ANALYZED CN x PHASES

In order to investigate the different properties of the C3N4
and C11N4 stoichiometries we present here a cross check
between two different kinds of CNx phases: the stable two
dimensional graphitic form and the hard three-dimensio
pseudocubic system. First of all the graphitic phase has b
chosen because it is representative of a stable layeredx
network whereas it is pseudocubic for a hard thre
dimensional system. Second, since many three-dimensi
C3N4 phases have been proposed in the early works,44,54,55as
a starting point of our investigation we thought it worthwhi
to focus attention only on certain phases for which the g
eration of the analogous C11N4 stoichiometry can be easily
figured out, for example, by simply doubling the length
one of the unit-cell vectors. The pseudocubic system res
as a perfect example of a three-dimensional C3N4 phase
from which the corresponding C11N4 can be readily gener
ated without any drastic increase in the number of inequi
lent atoms per unit cell. Details are given in the followin
sections.

A. The graphitic and pseudocubic C3N4

The graphiticlike structure (gr-C3N4) has been theoreti
cally predicted to be the most stable C3N4 form.39,44,54–56For
simplicity, the same intralayer geometry as in the hexago
structure (ABA stacking! introduced by Teter and Hemley44

has been assumed in our graphiticlike model. Inside the la
each of the C atoms is threefold coordinated as is one of
four N atoms per cell, while the other three nitrogens show
two-fold coordination~see Fig. 1!. The whole system was
fully relaxed with the pseudopotential method assuming
AAA packing sequence between the sheets. Such relaxa
was required in order to adapt the intralayer geometry to
0-4
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new stacking order. Despite the fact that theAAA packing is
not the most energetically stable form, we have explic
chosen to stack the layers directly on top of each othe
enable an easier comparison of the results with the analo
graphiticlike C11N4 form.57

The pseudocubic structure (psc-C3N4) shown in Fig. 2 is
usually called ‘‘defect zinc blende’’ and exhibits aP4̄3m
symmetry and contains seven atoms per unit cell.44,55 This
phase has been previously predicted by Liu and Wentz
vitch by substituting carbon and nitrogen in the pseudocu
a-CdIn2Se4.58 Since the psc-C3N4 optimized in Ref. 55 has
shown some residual forces in our pseudopotential code
decided to fully relax again the system for better results. T
new optimized geometry is shown in Table IV.

B. The graphitic-, a-, and b-C11N4 phases

The graphitic-C11N4 (gr-C11N4) depicted in Fig. 3 has
been theoretically introduced by Snis and co-workers
1999.59,60This phase is isoelectronic with diamond and C3N4

FIG. 1. One layer of gr-C3N4. Carbon and nitrogen are depicte
in gray and white respectively. This color scheme is kept through
the paper.
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~Ref. 39! and has been suggested as a possible h
material.27 The configuration with layers in a stacking s
quenceAAA has been fully geometry optimized with th
sameab initio pseudopotential plane-wave program.34 De-
tails on the geometry and on the electronic properties can
found in the above-cited papers. It is certain that such
model system is not likely to show low compressibility du
to the presence of weak interlayer bonding. Nonetheless
major interests arise from the possibility to represent a lo
energy carbon-rich model structure.

The pseudocubic-C11N4 configuration has been obtaine
from the analogous pseudocubic-C3N4 phase by simply dou-
bling the unit cell along thea lattice vector. In order to reach
the right stoichiometry one carbon has been added in
middle of the second cell, while the four nitrogen atom
constituting the ‘‘nitrogen hole,’’ have been substituted w
four carbons.61 This phase is here calleda-C11N4 ~Fig. 4!.
Following the same procedure but performing a differe
atom substitution, another phase calledb-C11N4 can be ob-

FIG. 2. Ball and stick model of the psc-C3N4 structure. Figure
shows the projection of the atoms along the@001# plane.

ut
s
TABLE IV. Optimized parameters for psc-C3N4 anda-, b-C11N4. Cell constants are expressed in unit of angstroms while the anglea,
b, andg are in degrees.

Property psc-C3N4 b-C11N4 a-C11N4

Crystal system Cubic Orthorhombic Tetragonal
Space group P4̄3m ~215! P222 ~16! P4̄2m ~111!
Atoms/unit cell 7 15 15
Atom positions (x,y,z) C1~0.5000, 0.5000, 0.0000! C1~0.5000, 0.5000, 0.2559! C1~0.0000, 0.5000, 0.2575!

N1~0.2553, 0.2553, 0.2553! C2~0.0000, 0.5000, 0.5000! C2~0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000!

C3~0.0000, 0.0000, 0.2793! C3~0.5000, 0.5000, 0.0000!

C4~0.2315, 0.2368, 0.1392! C4~0.2552, 0.2552, 0.1281!

C5~0.0000, 0.5000, 0.0000! C5~0.0000, 0.0000, 0.5000!

C6~0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000! N1~0.2355, 0.2355, 0.6254!

N1~0.7568, 0.2680, 0.3803!

Cell constants a5b5c53.40865 a53.4454 a5b53.4944
b53.5540
c57.2394 c56.9004

a, b, g 90, 90, 90 90, 90, 90 90, 90, 90
0-5
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tained ~Fig. 5!. The relaxation of the three-dimension
phases gives the final optimized geometries as shown
Table IV.

IV. PHASE STABILITY

A. Cohesive energies

There is no doubt that one of the most important effects
determining the stability of carbon nitrides is the role play
by the nonbonded N-N repulsions. These unfavorable e
trostatic interactions have already been demonstrated t
relevant in accounting for the stability of some of the C3N4
phases.62,63 In fact, an interesting tentative to remove su
interactions was made in 1995 by T. Hughbanks and
Tian,62 who proposed the substitution of one N atom w
one C to attenuate the critical N-N lone-pair repulsion in
b-C3N4 system. However, such a procedure imposes in m
of the cases the use of new carbon-rich models~e.g., C4N3)
for which the departure from the isoelectronic systems
comes inevitable. In order to overcome this problem, a

FIG. 4. Crystal structure of the tetragonala-C11N4. Projection
along the@100# plane.

FIG. 3. One layer of gr-C11N4.
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keep working on isoelectronic models, we have studied h
C11N4 systems on which the electrostatic contributions
kept similar to the analogous C3N4 models. One may notice
that a much more difficult and interesting task would be
use of isoelectronic model systems where the smotherin
the N-N interactions is provided, for example, by avoidi
lone pairs pointing directly one to each other. Unfortunate
despite many efforts we were not able to provide such
model C11N4 phase. Nonetheless, focusing our attention o
on the changing of the C/N ratio, we found that the intera
tions between sp2-hybridized nitrogens~e.g., atoms of N3
and N2 of the 12-center carbon-nitrogen rings of Fig. 3! are
not the only effects involved in accounting for the stability
carbon nitrides. As a matter of fact, the larger cohesive
ergy, i.e., the energy required to break apart a structure
isolated atoms, revealed by the C11N4 stoichiometry~Table
V! is here addressed to the presence of a large numbe
carbon-carbon connections~see the ratioR in the same Table
V!, which have large bonding energy. According to the bon
counting rule,64–67 the more stable structure maximizes t
number of highly energetic bonds. It is well known th
bonds between elements from the second row of the peri
table in which one or both elements possess lone pairs
weaker than bonds in which neither of the constituents sh
lone pairs. The C-N bonds~260–320 kJ/mol! are in fact not
as strong as C-C bonds (;350 kJ/mol).68,69 Therefore, it is
mostly due to the presence of a large number of cha
and/or rings, made of highly energetic C-C bonds, that
C11N4 stoichiometry possesses greater free-energy va
with respect to the C3N4 composition~see Fig. 6 and Table
V!. More precisely, its graphitic form is energetically we
below, 0.98 eV/atom with the US-PP/LDA method, the co
responding gr-C3N4 as is the three-dimensionala phase

FIG. 5. Projection of the orthorhombicb-C11N4 crystal struc-
ture along the@010# plane.

TABLE V. Cohesive energy~in eV/atom! with respect to the
spin-polarized atoms and the ratioR ~number of C-C bonds over the
number of C-N bonds per unit cell! for various C3N4 and C11N4

model systems.

US-PP/LDA gr-C3N4 psc-C3N4 gr-C11N4 a-C11N4 b-C11N4

Ecoh. 27.081 26.935 28.063 28.035 27.070
R 0:14 0:12 26:12 16:12 16:12
0-6
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DENSITY-FUNCTIONAL THEORY INVESTIGATION OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 075110
~1.10 eV/atom!. In particular, the layered C11N4 phase is
more stable than the comparable C3N4 model because of the
presence of an extended graphiticlike matrix around
carbon-nitrogen ring in the direction of theb axis ~Fig. 3!.
The introduced carbon system with 13 C-C bonds per la
is here responsible of an evident lowering of the energy
the system. Such a model phase results also as the
stable C11N4 form not only because of the highest fraction
C-C/C-N bonds but also because of the possibility to de
calize the nitrogen’s lone pair~atoms N2 and N3) into the
graphiticlike matrix. Similarly, the same delocalization effe
is present in gr-C3N4, where lone pairs can be dispersed in
thep-electron circulation of the C3N3 rings. It is because o
this peculiar characteristic that layered phases represen
both stoichiometries, the low-energy structure model.70 In
three-dimensional phases the above possibility is limited
the presence of a uniform framework withsp3 bonds. How-
ever, the introduced diamondlike matrix with 16 strong C
bonds per unit cell~Table V! limits in the a phase~Fig. 4!
the propagation of the neighboring carbon-nitrogen hole
theb axis. Compared to the psc-C3N4 analog~Fig. 2!, where
each of the carbon-nitrogen rings is surrounded by four o
ers ~network of pure C-N bonds!, we have here reached
mixed C-C/C-N system using the same averaged numbe
valence electrons. It is thus on the possibility to fit a
weight the carbon-nitrogen ring into a more stable thr
dimensional carbon network that thea-C11N4 is energeti-
cally favorable over psc-C3N4. However, in spite of this gen
eral finding a very low stability has been predicted for theb
phase, where the presence of a ‘‘carbon hole’’ drastica
destabilizes the three-dimensional C11N4 arrangement. More
precisely, the poor stability can be here attributed to the p
ence of carbon atoms~i.e., C4 , C5, and C6) with dangling
bonds in the carbon cavity. Based on these consideration
the following sections, we will mostly focus our attention o
the a model.

B. Phase transitions

Only a modest pressure is needed to overcome the en
barrier separating the graphitic anda-C11N4 phase and to

FIG. 6. Free energies~eV/atom! versus atomic volumes
(Å 3/atom) for various C3N4 and C11N4 phases~US-PP!.
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induce a transition between them. Estimation of this press
from the slope at the common energy/volume intersect
gives a hydrostatic transition pressure necessary for
transfer less than;2 GPa~1.7 GPa!. Again from the slope
at the common energy intersection we calculate that a p
sure of about 82 GPa is needed to go from the graphitic
the b-C11N4 phase.

C. Thermodynamic stability

When considering the possibility to synthesize carbon
trides, one has also to account for their thermodynamic
bility with respect to the starting materials. In this sectio
the phase stability has been theoretically estimated for e
of the studied CNx model systems by computing the magn
tude of the molar enthalpy change of formation at 0
(DH f ,0). The following reactions energy have been cons
ered:

3C(s)12N2(g)→C3N4(s) , ~9!

11C(s)12N2(g)→C11N4(s). ~10!

For simplicity we have assumed the reaction between
mond, which is only slightly less stable than graph
(;0.001 eV/atom within the US-PP/LDA calculationa
scheme!, and nitrogen to form carbon nitrides.

In order to have a quantitative insight into the stability
carbon nitrides with respect to decomposition of the start
elements, accurate values of their cohesive energies Ecoh are
needed. Then, by calculating the theoretical values for
energy required to dissociate the nitrogen molecule and
cohesive energy of diamond, the enthalpy change for
reactions~10! and ~9! can easily be evaluated. It is we
known that the DFT/LDA approach normally tends to ove
estimate the cohesive energies for structures made of
ments of the second row of the periodic table such as car
and nitrogen.71,72The computed cohesive energy of diamo
is in fact significantly overestimated~see Table VI and Ref.
84 for further details! with respect to the experimenta
value.73 This general tendency of the LDA to overvalue th
strength of the C-C and C-N bonds can, in principle,
reduced by using the generalized gradient correction38

However, since our goal is here to provide only a gene
thermodynamic tendency for the two stoichiometries,
have decided to limit our investigation only to the LDA ca
culations. Furthermore, in order to obtain adequate cance
tion of the typical overbinding energies, the cohesive pro
erties of N2(g) and diamond listed in Table VI were als
calculated at the same LDA level as the right-hand side
the formation reactions. All the calculated cohesive energ
have been obtained by taking the difference between the
energy of the solids and the ground-state energies of
spin-polarized atoms. No correction for zero-point moti
has been made. The computed US-PP values are show
Tables V and VI for the studied CNx model phases and ref
erences, respectively.

It should also be considered that theab initio calculation
of the cohesive energies is not the only method able to p
dict the enthalpies of carbon nitrides. An elegant investi
0-7
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M. MATTESINI AND S. F. MATAR PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 075110
tion has in fact already been given in 1997 by Badding.63 He
proposed a simple chemical approach to the thermodyna
stability of C3N4 compounds starting from the use of th
bond enthalpies derived from pure molecular systems.
basic idea behind this approach is that, covalently bon
compounds such as diamond and carbon nitrides can
thought of as ‘‘giant molecules,’’ so that simple bond-
enthalpy techniques can be employed to estimate their st
ity. Our results will be confronted in the next paragraph w
the earlier values obtained with the aforementioned chem
method.

a. C3N4. In Eq. ~9! it is noteworthy that both diamond
and molecular nitrogen possess strong bonds~C-C
;350 kJ/mol and N-N;956 kJ/mol) while the reaction
product (C3N4) contains only weaker C-N bonds~260–320
kJ/mol!. It is thus very probable that carbon nitrides w
likely behave as thermodynamically unstable substances
der normal atmospheric pressures. Nevertheless, if a
thetic process can deposit C3N4 materials, a rather large ac
tivation energy would be needed to break apart the vari
C-N bonds constituting the system.63 As a consequence, ca
bon nitrides could result metastable systems at ambient
ditions, thus opening the possibility of their use as novel h
materials.

Employing the calculated US-PP cohesive energies
Tables V and VI we obtain the values of the molar entha
changes of formation as listed in Table VII. The estima
DH f ,0 for Eq. ~9! are all largely positive, though their mag
nitudes are fairly lower than the enthalpies of formation d
rived from Badding’s method~i.e., 588–816 kJ/mol for the
three-dimensionalb-C3N4 system!. In particular, for the lay-
ered gr-C3N4 a positive enthalpy of formation of 110.8 kJ
mol has been computed, which points to a thermodyna

TABLE VI. Cohesive energies~eV/atom! for the starting mate-
rials with respect to the spin-polarized atoms: diamond~carbon-rich
regime! and N2 ~nitrogen-rich regime!. For the calculations of the
nitrogen dimer, a simple cubic cell (a57 Å ) has been employed
with atoms displaced along the diagonal direction. In this spe
case the calculations were performed along theG point.

Diamond N2

US-PP 29.003 211.853
29.03a 211.34b

28.87c 211.60d

28.50e -
28.43f -
27.58g -

27.37f ,h 29.91i

aReference 84.
bReference 88.
cReference 89.
dReference 82.
eReference 86.
fReference 83.
gReference 85.
hReference 87.
iReferences 80 and 81.
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cally unfavorable reaction to form the compound. In t
same way we have calculated a larger and positiveDH f ,0 of
209.4 kJ/mol for the psc-C3N4 form. Therefore, both two-
and three-dimensional systems have shown an endothe
formation process (DH f ,0.0) which will be the most pre-
dominant contribution to the free energy of formation of t
C3N4 phases. However, this general instability should not
very large to preclude the synthesis of C3N4 systems since
metastable carbon-based molecules such as acetylene~226
kJ/mol! are known.68 As already pointed by Badding in Re
63, carbon nitrides with C3N4 stoichiometry could, in prin-
ciple, likely be synthesized in high-pressure and hig
temperature conditions with the actual techniques.

b. C11N4. The possibility to find a C11N4 form, such as,
for example, the graphiticlike phase, thermodynamically
vorite with respect to the carbon poor systems, can be
inspected by plotting the cohesive energies against the v
ous stoichiometries. From Fig. 7 it appears evident tha
mixture of carbon and gr-C3N4 is more stable than gr-C11N4.
More precisely, theDH f ,0 computed for the formation reac
tion given in Eq.~10! has been estimated with the US-P
method to be positive and sensibly larger than that of the
C3N4 ~see Table VII and Fig. 8!. From the calculation of the
various formation enthalpies it can be suggested that a
ered form of C11N4 could only be favored over the formatio
of a three-dimensional C3N4 phase~e.g., psc-C3N4). In par-
ticular, when comparing the two graphiticlike forms wit
each other, a difference of 62.3 kJ/mol in theDH f ,0 has been
computed in favor of gr-C3N4. Similarly, when inspecting

l

TABLE VII. Calculated enthaplies of formation (DH f ,0 in kJ/
mol! for different C3N4 and C11N4 compounds.

US-PP/LDA gr-C3N4 gr-C11N4 psc-C3N4 a-C11N4

DH f ,0 110.8 173.1 209.4 213.7

FIG. 7. The cohesive energy~eV/atom! is plotted versus the
stoichiometryx5nc /(nc1nn). The values associated withnc and
nn represent the number of C and N atoms in the unit cell. As e
points we have used molecular N2 and diamond. Notice the position
of the gr-C11N4 above the dot line connecting diamond an
gr-C3N4.
0-8
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DENSITY-FUNCTIONAL THEORY INVESTIGATION OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 075110
the possibility to synthesize carbon nitrides with an exten
sp3-bonded network, the same trend in the enthalpy of f
mation has been highlighted. Calculations suggest an
thalpy of formation slightly favored~4.3 kJ/mol! for the
C3N4 form. A straightforward explanation to this general te
dency can be found in the energy balance of Eq.~10!. From
this equation it appears quite obvious that the energy
quired for the breaking of the strong C-C bonds of t
carbon-rich regime~i.e., diamond or graphite! can be hardly
compensated with the cohesive energy of the C11N4 stoichi-
ometry (;1.0 eV/atom larger than C3N4 with the US-PP/
LDA scheme!. Therefore, from a pure thermodynamic poi
of view the C3N4 composition should be generally favore
over the synthesis of the isoelectronic C11N4.

c. Conclusions. At first sight, the above result seems to
in contrast with the experience accumulated in deposi
carbon-based compounds with magnetron sputtering, w
is one of the most dominating processes for depositing h
materials. However, it is important to specify that such
conclusion has been drawn by comparing results com
from a limited number of model systems, which have be
assumed to be representative for the layered and the th
dimensional CNx forms. Therefore, it cannota priori be ex-
cluded that a further spanning of the space of the cry
structures might lead to the discovery of other stable pha
with a very different trend in the enthalpy of formation. It
also worth noting that the experimental results actually av
able in the literature are mostly relevant to amorpho
samples with a graphiticlike/fullerenelike form for which th
analogy with the presented crystalline models is someh
arbitrary. Furthermore, a detailed kinetic study should be
troduced for a complete understanding of the problem. I
in fact crucial to note that the synthesis of carbon nitrides
usually performed at high temperatures where kinetic fac
can play an important and predominating role. The stabi
of gr-C11N4, for example, cannot only be inferred by a
counting for its thermodynamic stability but also needs
deep kinetic investigation to understand its real phase sta
ity. As a matter of fact, C11N4 compounds could be thermo
dynamically unstable but at the same time kinetically m

FIG. 8. Enthalpy of formation (DH f ,0 in kJ/mol! against stoichi-
ometry.
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favorable than C3N4 due to the presence of a larger numb
of strong C-C bonds.

V. HARDNESS: ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS AND
DISCUSSION

In the following section we comment the results achiev
with the US-PP method~Table VIII! by straining the solids in
a volume- and shape-changing way. The calculated b
modulus for a-C11N4 was found to be 460.59 GPa. Th
value is larger than the estimated moduli for psc-C3N4
~425.87 GPa!, cubic boron nitride~396.60 GPa! and close to
those of cubic~463.68 GPa! and hexagonal~456.03 GPa!
diamond.67 On the contrary, for theb phase, a much lowerB
~367.18 GPa! has been calculated. However, its magnitu
approaches that of cubic boron nitride. As already discus
in the above section, the difference in the bulk moduli b
tweena andb can roughly be related to the lower stabili
of b. Adjusting the variation of the energy versus the un
cell volume for the layered C3N4 and C11N4 phases we found
the following B numbers: 47.3 GPa and 46.4 GPa. The
moduli are quite close to each other indicating how the ha
ness of layered carbon nitrides remains mostly invariant w
respect to a significant lowering of the nitrogen concent
tion.

The systematic investigation of the lattice stability w
originally done by Born and Huang,74,75who showed that by
expanding the internal crystal energy as a power series in
strain and by imposing the convexity of the energy, it
possible to obtain stability criteria in terms of a set of co

TABLE VIII. Theoretical values of the elastic constants (ci j in
GPa!, isotropic shear modulus (G in GPa!, bulk modulus (B in
GPa!, its pressure derivative (B8), atomic volume (Vo in
Å 3/atom), cohesive energy (Eo in eV/atom!, and atomic densities
(r in g/cm3) of psc-C3N4 anda-, b-C11N4. TheEo values refer to
the cohesive energies calculated with respect to the spherical
spin-polarized atoms, i.e., without applying the atomic sp
polarization corrections. Values in brackets refer to the work of L
and Wentzcovitch~Ref. 55!.

ci j psc-C3N4 a-C11N4 b-C11N4

c11 842.85~840! 959.44 728.52
c12 217.38~213! 151.72 206.93
c13 356.28 205.59
c22 727.21
c23 209.07
c33 1274.42 616.21
c44 454.61~452! 617.83 252.84
c55 347.96
c66 588.95 235.45
G 397.86~397! 520.19 263.94
B 425.87~425! 460.59 367.18
B8 3.80 5.27 3.61
Vo 5.66 5.58 5.91
Eo 29.1162 29.6610 28.7033
r 3.86 3.71 3.52
0-9
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M. MATTESINI AND S. F. MATAR PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 075110
ditions on the elastic constants. The requirement of mech
cal stability in a cubic crystal leads to the following restri
tions on the three elastic constants:76

~c112c12!.0, c11.0, c44.0, ~c1112c12!.0.
~11!

For a tetragonal crystal, which has six independent ela
constants, these conditions are as follows:76

~c112c12!.0, ~c111c3322c13!.0,

c11.0, c33.0, c44.0, c66.0,

~2c111c3312c1214c13!.0. ~12!

Finally, for orthorhombic crystals with nine elastic co
stants, the mechanical stability leads to the followi
restrictions:76

~c111c2222c12!.0, ~c111c3322c13!.0,

~c221c3322c23!.0,

c11.0, c22.0, c33.0, c44.0, c55.0, c66.0,

~c111c221c3312c1212c1312c23!.0. ~13!

The complete set of zero-pressure elastic constants
shown in Table VIII together with the related isotropic she
moduli. The first thing to note is that the whole set ofci j
satisfies all the above conditions, indicating a certain m
chanical stability for thea and b phases. Therefore, eve
though they are not the most energetically favored structu
for the C11N4 stoichiometry, they could be at least metasta
materials. The calculated shear moduli validate the sa
hardness trend as found with the estimated bulk moduli.
isotropic G value for thea phase is about 122 GPa high
than that of psc-C3N4, indicating a clear hardening of th
C11N4 stoichiometry over the C3N4 analog. As expected, th
calculated moduli was found for theb phase well below the
value of thea structure, thus confirming the destabilizin
effect of the carbon holes with dangling bonds.

It is certain that the introduction of arbitrary deformatio
of the unit cell followed by the calculation of the total e
ergy, which is many orders of magnitude larger than ela
energy, tends to decrease the accuracy of the calcul
moduli. Nonetheless, the extrapolated isotropic shear mo
for diamond and cubic boron nitride have been recen
shown to be in good agreement with the experimen
results.67 Consequently, the large and positiveci j values
found for the three-dimensionala-C11N4 model system can
be taken as a reference in accounting for its large hardne
is worth noting that by augmenting the number ofsp3 carbon
tetrahedra, the hardness of the material gets closer to th
diamond @Gexp5535 GPa andBexp5443 GPa;44 Gcal
5558.5 GPa andBcal5463.7 GPa~Ref. 67!#. As a matter
of fact the resistance to deformation is improved in thea
phase by the presence of a large number ofsp3 carbons,
which have difficult access to higher electronic stat
namely,d states. From this picture, the process of rehybr
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ization, which takes place after deformation of the solid, h
results, unfavorable thus leading to less compliant bonds
is because of this characteristic that diamond will proba
remain the hardest known material with high elastic-const
values and a large shear modulus.44,77

VI. ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE

A. Density of states of psc-C3N4

The calculated electronic density of states~DOS! of
psc-C3N4 ~Fig. 9! at the equilibrium structure shows a ban
gap Eg of 2.86 eV with the use of LDA approximation. From
the partial components of the DOS~not shown here!, it is
found that the lower part of the valence band~VB! consists
mainly of 2s orbitals from nitrogen and carbon atom
whereas the middle portion (215 eV<E<25 eV) is
dominated by the mixing of the C and N 2p-orbitals. The
very sharp VB edge indicates the presence of highly loc
ized N states with 2p character. These states can be attr
uted to the nonbonding electrons belonging the so-ca
‘‘nitrogen hole.’’ Finally, the portion of the conduction ban
~CB! in between 5 and 15 eV is mostly dominated by t
states of carbon and nitrogen 2p.

B. Density of states ofa- and b-C11N4

The total DOS for thea phase is illustrated in Fig. 9. Thi
structure shows a band gap of 2.40 eV, whereas for thb
phase noEg was found. The total DOS relative toa displays

FIG. 9. The calculated total DOS for psc-C3N4 and a-C11N4

~FP-LAPW!.
0-10
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DENSITY-FUNCTIONAL THEORY INVESTIGATION OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 075110
nearly the same 2p-state mixing as in the isoelectron
psc-C3N4. The peak located at the top of the VB still consis
of nitrogen states with 2p character. Both the VB and CB ar
sharper and indicative of larger electron density. As alre
mentioned, theb phase does not show any band gap. This
mainly due to the presence of carbon states located
above the Fermi energyEF . Their existence is assigned t
the highly distorted tetrahedral geometries of the atoms c
stituting the carbon hole.

C. Calculation of energy loss near edge structure

For light elements like carbon, boron, and nitroge
electron-energy-loss spectroscopy is a useful technique
cause of its ability to differentiate the types of bonding in
polymorphic material. The characteristic fine structure in
first few eV beyond the beginning of the core-loss ionizat
edges@energy loss near edge structure~ELNES!# supplies the
so-called coordination fingerprints, which can be used to
tinguish different phases in complex systems. Since in
case of theoretically predicted CNx phases no such referenc
spectra exist, it becomes worth having a theoretical appro
to simulate the ELNES. The calculation of the energy lo
near edge structures has been performed with theWIEN97

code according to the formalism of Nelhiebelet al.78 Here,
we present spectra due to the carbon and nitrogenK-shell
excitation (n51, l 50) of various CNx compounds. Param
eter settings were used to simulate polycrystalline sam
by averaging over all possible incident-beam directions~in-
tegral over 4p). Nonetheless, the neglected anisotropy
fects, which are mostly important for layered structur
should only change the intensity of the peaks but not th
positions. The energy of the incident electrons was fixed
200 KeV and the energy loss of the first edge to 285 and
eV for carbon and nitrogen, respectively.

In order to probe our calculational method, diamond a
graphite have also been investigated. Their relative CK EL-
NES spectra are depicted in Fig. 10 and the position of
most prominent peaks~labeled I–IV! are listed in Table IX.
Peak I in the CK edge of graphite corresponds to the ele
tronic transitions 1s→p* . This feature usually identifies
sp2-hybridized materials and consequently it does not app
in the diamond spectra. The peaks II–V are related tos
→s* transitions. A reasonable correspondence between
calculations and the experimental results is found in Ta
IX. Moreover, our relative peak positions match better w
the experimental finding than the multiple-scattering~MS!
-approach calculations.79

The calculated plain and broadened spectra for differ
CNx materials are shown in Figs. 11 and 12 for the C and
K edges, respectively. The spectra for gr-C3N4 and gr-C11N4
reveal mainly graphitic features~Fig. 11!, whereas the three
dimensional psc-C3N4 and a-C11N4 exhibit a closer simili-
tude to the diamond spectra. However, despite this gen
similarity, the shape and the number ofs* peaks relative to
the C11N4 spectra differ quite evidently from those calculat
for the C3N4 stoichiometry. Especially in the region betwee
5 and 15 eV~in both edges! a different characteristic finger
print can be assigned to each of the studied systems,
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opening the possibility to identify these model phases
thin-film samples via the EELS technique.

The particular sharpp* peak found at;0 eV in the N
edge spectra of gr-C11N4 ~plain line of Fig. 12! indicates the
presence of a pronouncedsp2 bonding character. The mai
contribution to this feature is due to the N2 and N3 atoms
constituting the 12-center carbon-nitrogen rings.

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The present investigation reports the study of the stab
and hardness of two model carbon nitride stoichiometr
CxN4, wherex53 and 11. In particular, it has been carrie
out for the theoretical equilibrium structural parameters a
cohesive energies of novel C11N4 phases. We have als
shown how the introduction of an extended carbon syst
which can be of graphiticlike or diamondlike type, can re
resent an important way to increase the cohesive energ

TABLE IX. Positions of peaks I–V in the spectra in Fig. 10. A
positions are scaled with respect to the mains* peak II. Values are
in units of eV.

Phase Edge I II III IV V

Diamond CK this work 0 5.3 12.9
MS approacha 0 4.4 12.0

expt.a 0 5.5 12.9
Graphite CK this work 26.4 0 4.6 10.0 14.3

MS approacha 24.9 0 2.5 6.6 10.3
expt.a 26.8 0 4.4 11.2 14.7

aAs compiled in Ref. 79.

FIG. 10. Theoretical CK ELNES of diamond and graphite~FP-
LAPW!.
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carbon nitrides. However, calculations ofDH f ,0 have sug-
gested that despite the large increment of the cohesive
ergy, the layered C3N4 system will remain thermodynami
cally preferable over the analogous C11N4 composition. In
contrast to the latest experimental finding, our work h
shown that the synthesis of CNx materials with higher carbon
content should generally be less feasible than the w
known C3N4 stoichiometry.

However, for a complete understanding of the stabi
problem it is also very important to consider, beside
above thermodynamic factors, the various kinetic aspe
that could play a dominant role in predicting the products
high-temperature reactions. As a matter of fact, starting fr
a simple chemical approach it can be imagined that the
troduction of a large number of C-C connections~i.e., strong
bonds!, such as, for instance, in the C11N4 phases, could
likely be responsible for an increased kinetic stability w
respect to all the other substances showing only weaker
bonds ~i.e., C3N4). Certainly, this remains at the mome
only an important hypothesis, which could in part explain t

FIG. 11. Theoretical CK ELNES of various CNX phases~FP-
LAPW!. The spectra for the inequivalent atoms positions have b
calculated separately and weighted in the present figure.
07511
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recent experimental finding. However, more efforts a
needed in this direction in order to get a better understand
of the CNx compounds.

Furthermore, the possibility to have a larger increment
the stability must also be searched in fullerenelike phases
view of the latest experimental outcomes, nanotubes
nanofibers should also be considered as important forms
carbon nitrides. Unfortunately, due to the high cost of co
putational time needed for such an investigation we rese
this study for a possible future project.

A large part of this work has also been directed to t
calculation of the independent, nonzero elastic consta
from first principles. The analysis of the complete set
elastic moduli for thea phase shows how the C11N4 stoichi-
ometry can lead to the formation of hard and elastic mat
als. More generally, the increasing of the carbon concen
tion leads to a significant improvement in the hardness
carbon nitrides, provided that the same isoelectronic str
ture is kept in the model system. Furthermore, we have a
lyzed the density of states in order to gain insight into t

n
FIG. 12. Theoretical NK ELNES of various CNX phases~FP-

LAPW!. As in Fig. 11 inequivalent atoms have been calcula
separately and weighted in the present spectra.
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chemical bonding of phases with different stoichiometrie
Finally, the characteristic ELNES coordination fingerprin
have been reported for various CNx phases. The propose
spectra may be used as a precious tool for the characte
tion and identification of novel carbon nitrides phases
polymorphic samples.
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